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FACES OF SORROWSan Jose State students bowed their
heads yesterday in Memorial Services for John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the 35th President of the United States. An audience of
4,000 heard the eulogy by Clayton Barbeau, prominent author.
In the photo above, students watch the Army ROTC post the
colors at the beginning of the services.

I tin of Temple Km:Intl-El
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choir atul a solo was slim! 1,s 1,1’
Eslis as Dunning, assistant prowssorol music.
Tap, and the reces,ionsil %vet,
preceded bY Rabbi
11V.1:01
sind a brief presentation by AS1;
Pres. Sieve Larson.
The eulogy was made by Clayton Barbeau, prominent author and
Catholic layman.
"It is not without meaning that
millions have wept unashamedly
these last four days." he said. It
is not without significance that the
heads of state and ruling monarchs around the world chose to
invite themsekes and come in unprecedented numbers 1, the funeral of this man.
"For we all have within us that
which resrsinds to the bright ideals
t.!Mbodied by John F. Kennedj.
"Of all the memorials we !night
raise to the memory of aur martyred President. the finest would
he the memorial of a personal life
as vigorous, as honest. as committed to the common good, as
committed to domestsc tranquilit
and the lessening of world tensions, as his own Was,
"Its an age when governors have
shown their disrespect for the law
of the land, when the phen.1111.41a
of adults and juveniles impedins,
the work of law officers has heel me commonplace, let us seek to
be as careful to protect sail* society
as a society of respect for the Ism
as he was."
The full text of Barbesui’s eulogy
!
is ill he found on
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Summer Sessions Resolution
Adopted at Faculty Meeting
Further action was taken yesterday on matters Concerning instructor dissatisfaction with the
summer session ,al- thr.,
touidhi.
Tite
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a boycott of the 1964 Summer
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,sible injurious effect upon the
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GOSH, TOM----Karcn Jacques, junior psychology major, gets ready to do a little "cutting up"
with a furkey. Like many San Jose State students,

Karen will be going home tod,,y to
day weekend.
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Thrust and Parry
ProposalUnion
In Memory of JFK
Editor:
This letter is but to make a
simple suggestion. A new college union seems to be in the
offing. and I should like to propose that it he Darned in the
memory of our late President.
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
This is not merely a chauvin-
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istic tour de force, for who would
have approved of more thoroughly and endorsed more heartily the plans for a student union
than our late President? The
word "youth" seemed always to
be associated with him, and this
"youth" was reflected in his
thoughts, in his deeds, even in
his very person.
This is my first year on the
SJS campus, and the coldness,
the near sterility of the buildings -- ART. EDUCATION.
HEALTH leaves me with a
feeling that I am partaking of a
half-thawed academic T.V. Dinner. The only building with any
warmth, Tower Hall seems
doomed to endless committee reviews and final destruction.
So let us re-focus our thoughts
concerning a student union,
keeping in mind that such a
structure would enhance the free
exchange of thoughts among the
youthful and widely diversified
student body of this college,
pointing perhaps to the man who
was so very lately the embodiment of the power which enables such thoughts and feelings
to remain free.
Thomas L. Berger
AnB $8814

others --bear a fundamental responsibility for this damnable
action.
In the hope that something
good may come of this tragedy.
we urge all of our fellow citizens to recognize and reject the
ridiculous distortions and outright lies in the propaganda of
the radical right, even as we reject the similar propaganda of
the Communists
Until we are as alert to the
dangers of the right-wing extremists as we are to the dangers of Communism, the dangers
of the right will be the greater.
If this tragedy helps America
to realize the dangers which we
face from reactionary groups
within our country, then President Kennedy’s life will not have
been givn in vain.
G. E. Peters
(C. M. Larsen)
(M. T. Bird)
(K. Pruitt )
IC. K. Bradshass
If. B. Brian,
(Math Instructors)
Editor’s note Lee Oswald, the
suspected assassin, called himself a Marxist.

Tragedy Sentiments
Expressed by Poem

Math Instructors
Blame Extremists
Editor:
John F. Kennedy might have
been one of America’s greatest
presidents, had he lived to see
his programs brought to fruition.
This is our deep conviction.
Who is to blame for his assassination? A single finger can
pull a trigger; a few individuals
may have been in on the plans.
But the basic responsibility, in
our judgment, must he placed at
the doors of our rightwing extremeists. They have created the
atmosphere in which our Ambassador to the United Nations can
he spat upon and the President
of our country can be shot at.
All who have encouraged the
extremist disrespect for the
highest offices of our governthe John Birch Society.
he White Citizens Councils. and

Fabulous Women’s Apartments...
under construction on fraternity row, ready
for Spring occupancy. Come in now and
choose your apartment from sketches.
Apply:

e 91)9
CY 7-1814

102 So. Ilth
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Editor:
When I heard of the terrible
tragedy that came upon our
President, his family and the
country in Dallas Friday, I
thought of the following and
wrote it down immediately. It
may not be beautifully written,
but it expresses my sentiments:
The leader of our nation was
kit led
On November twenty-two,
But let us not forget that
He was husband and father too.
We all are shocked, to be sure,
By the sudden tragedy:
And we ask Thee, Lord,
To bless him and his
entire family.
The nation is mourning
For thirty days or more;
We know we shan’t forget
this man
Who’ll live long in American
lore.
We’ll remember him as
President
One of our best,
And America begs of You,
dear God.
To give him Eternal Rest.
To the one true God we pray
To help our nation through
The crisis that has come to us;
And help the new President
too.
Thanksgiving Day is coming
soon
But it won’t be the same for
some.
What rim one be thankful for
When gone is husband or son?
So. therefore, Lord, we cry
to Thee
To bless the departed soul
’"OrOtir late President,
Kennedy.
And help Johnson in his new
role.
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Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to thank both you and
your staff for your cooperation
and assistance in helping us
cover the events surrounding the
President Kennedy tragedy. We
also would like to commend you
for your excellent second edition
of Friday’s paper. A very fine
job.
RS.IS News

JEWELERS

FOR THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY!!

’Learn by His Death;
Improve Ourselves’
EDITOR:
The President is dead.
T Ii e accused, subsequently
murdered, assassin was the same
age as many of us here. It should
serve to remind us that bigoted,
thoughtless accusations using
hate-laden and provoking labels
that are loosely tossed at opponents is dangerous and easily
done in limes of personal decision formulation, rabidly conflicting political beliefs, and political
turmoil.
These words can lead a man to
do what he misinformedly feels
is right, justified, or even good.
They can damage a man -or
kill him. They are senseless. The
tragedy with which we have been

309
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We are all psychopaths to the
degree that we feel rejected,
disinherited; to the degree that
we seek revenge; to the degree
that we treat any human being
as an object, as a means to our
ends.
We all share in the guilt of
any crime to the degree that

We all care about Bic rtionnity of the traged which occurred
Friday. but what can we do? lien. is an opportunity to expres, our
grave concern by caring about the people a ho are still au’, t’. Let
us at San Jose State. with all others also care. organize a fund
that will ensure that the family of the patrolman who died for his
country, shall never want.
sorrowFront pages of papers all over the world carried
ful news of the death of the Chief Executisc. Buried a ithin the
pages of these papers was the equally sad, if not as monumental,
story of a slain patrolmankilled doing his job.
The other man. killed aid, our President Friday. sits a Dallas
j)1ilkeman who left a ssife and three childrenand 110 lift. 111,411-mice.
He was patrolman J. I). Tippitt. 39. 11-1..ir veteran of the
force alio a as shot and killed tr-ing to apprehend Lee Ii, Osaald.
I
accused Id assa-,inating President k
A spokesman said Dallas police are not cosered by a city insurance polies. but Mrs. Tippitt %sill rereise some money from the
police retirement fund.
Thf. hereased Ketineds famils has requested that person, a ish
illnittall nutid
ing to express then ss
same amount of illoo,% to their fax orite charits.
The Spartan Dail’,. inspired by the similar request of the
womuh-d
L’senior join( Cram:tilt anti his a iii’. suggest,
that the fu s rile u harits be the a ortli cause of the fainil) of patrolman Tippitt.
Perhaps if SJS. with a population of almost 20.0110., responds
generously to the need of this family. other neaspapers. colleges.
and iirganizations all goer the country a ill react helpfully to the
situation.
Students and others interested in making such a contribution
to the family of a dead American should send an ensehipe,
enclosed donation to Mrs. Marie Tippitt, c/o Spartan Daily, San
jottIt State Colletie. San Jose. Calif.P.C.
faced ought to bring us, hopefully, to our senses so that we might
reflect upon our words, thoughts,
and actions towards our fellow
man. Too often, a hastily said
word or illmnsidered thought or
action is irretractable. We can
see that.
And, as our leader has now
been buried and the nation still
seems to be one. may we not forget as so many have forgotten
before. Let us review this event
introspectively. The least that we
can do is learn by his death and
improve ourselves individually
and as a country.
May we dedicate ourselves to
continue in the spirit of John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, and may
God have tnercy on us.
Perry LW. Birchard
ASH

’JFK Death Should
Serve as Reminder’
Editor:
No one today needs to be reminded of the horrendous events
or Friday, Nov. 22, 1963. The
blood is too fresh. The wounds
too raw.
Ni,; no one needs a reminder
today. But as the weeks and
months pass. causing another
Black Friday to fade int() history, to be mpressisl into unconsciousness. we will need reminders.
We will need to be reminded
that a unique human being and
humanitarian has been struck

we support norms and systems
which create psychopaths: to
the degree that we fail to criticize dehumanizing institutions:
10 the degree that we fail to
formulate alternatives; to the
degree that we fail to commit
ourselves to the opening up of
new frontiers for human growth.
We have witnessed sobering
events (which, by the way. I
hope will put TGIF’s in their
proper perspective. I encourage you to join me in some form
of unremitting rededication to
our ideals.
I have resolved to wear a reminder of this humiliating time
upon my face. It will not cover
my shame. But it will serve as
a constant symbol of rededicaYin u, lir, Iii’!hest value: I hold.

I cannot live up to these values,
but how can I aim for less?
I believe that John F. Kennedy would be more interested
in what we now do than in how
saddened we now are at his
death.
George F. Bing
ASH A-1 3 Ill

SJS Student Reflects
On President’s Death
EDITOR:
There are no words.
The pain too deep.
Can you hear my heart?
Do you feel my tears?
0 God, were it mine to give.
My life for his,
Greg Bethards
Asti =565
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Editor:
Could you direct me to the
source of a reprint of Clayton
Barbeau’s beautiful eulogy of
the late President John F. Kennedy? Barbeati’s eloquent statement succinctly captured many
of the feelings which I and
countless others have been unable to articulate.
If feasible, I think the Daily
would be doing the college community a (list rat see’. he, if it
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We must be reminded that
our own guilt will not be expiated by the scapegoating sacrifice of the assassin. The psychopath will live on. He will
walk among us. He is in us.
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down. Struck down by another
human being; yes, a psychopath,
no doubt, but still a human being. We will need to remember
that our society nurtured both
of these human beings, just as
it nurtured us.
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By BILL SOLIDAY
the 35th Thesain F. Kennedy,
States, was not
United
the
e of
politician and
f an esteemed
was also a well but
eanan
and naval war hero,
an author
omedy was the author of three
"Profiles In Courla. and his
earned
." published in 1956,
Prize for Noethe Pulitzer
l*. in 1957.
,he hook, which he wrote fol.11,; dangerous spinal operaof the critis deals with some
and decisi%e moments in the
known and some
ji of sane well
American pubso Well known
NOTE: This
EDITORStwo.part
saran

11940, at the age of 23, only
le years after his graduation
Harvard. Kennedy penned an
as of British public attitude
Ito World War II, in a book
tied "Why England Slept."
third book, "Strategy of
Fe" was published in 1960.
onedy had an illustrious war
per in which he distinguished
self as a junior grade naval

enant.
PT BOAT
jp was in command of a naval
boat when it v, as sliced in half
a Japanese naval destroyer
he Solomon Islands on August
943.
Wo of the crew were lost, but
inedy, whose back was badly
Fed, worked nearly four hours
nand the surviYing six men up
the floating bow portion of
demolished craft.
the next morning the bow
about to sink and Kennedy
Vied to abandon the drifting
I and swim for the nearest

John Beecher. poet -ilereSideiii.e
shore which was located WI an is- and lecturer in English
at Santa
land about three miles away. KenClara University. will speak ott
nedy, once a backstroke specialist
*The Poetry of Protest" Tiastlay
on the Harvard swimming team,
towed one badly injured man while at 3 p.m. in cafeteria rooms A and

the others clung to a plank and
swam in a group, to safety.
Several days later, the seven
had devoured all the coconuts on
the two trees the island contained.
The men then swam for a second
island, which was close to a Japanese base, but which had plenty
of sustenance.
RESCUE
For three nights, Kennedy swam
out 10 try to summon another VI’
boat to their aid but was without
luck. On Thursday after the Monday attack, two natives discovered
the stranded skipper and his crew
and brought them food, coffee, and
a small kerosene stove for warmth.
On Saturday. after six days of anxious waiting, a rescue boat found
the men and transported them to
safety.
For his deeds, Lieutenant Kennedy was awarded the Nosy and
Marine Corps medals and the
Purple Ileart.
One of the late President’s
brothers, Joseph P. Jr., a Navy
pilot, was killed in action in Europe in 1944. Also, one month
later, the husband of Kennedy’s
sister Kathleen, was killed in the
line of duty in France. Ile was the
MaIVIPINS of Harlington, a captain in the Coldst ream N la rots.
BACK INJURY
The back injury that the President sustained in the South Pacific incident resulted in two operations, one in 1945 and the
second in 1954.
To the time of his death the
President had chronic back trouble, but his injury did not restrict
him from participating in an
occasional game of touch football.
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ry nelson
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SCU Poet-in -Residence To Discuss
’The Poetry of Protest’ Tuesday

toe to Thanksgiving holidays, with a band performing at the
week’s cis-ree will not be held event.
An added highlight will he a
dance contest to he held every
lie event will continue its regu- week beginning next Wednesday.
schedule on Dec. 4 when it will The winners from each week’s
tent a water show from 7:30 to dance marathon will compete in a
in the women’s gym. The final contest at the end of the sewill he "H20 Highlights," mester.

!Luke

Poster Deadline
Moved To Dec. 5
The deadline for submitting et,
tries in the (7ollege Union
design contests has been moved
noon Thursday, Dec. 5.

p,,,,.,

JOHN BEECHER
... "Poetry of Protest"

Students Surveyed Monday
Concerning Ideas on College Union

ONLY C01.1.1.:4:1: HATCHERY
The I ish hatchery at M11109)1,11
State College, Arcata, is the only
one of its kind on any college campus in California or Oregon. More
than 35,000 fish are hatched there
each year. The hatchery is used
in ichthyology istudy of fish’ and
econlogy i study of organisms :mil
habitat
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Entries are due at the College
Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
Winners of the poster ctintest
v, ill receive a $20 gilt
Itie prize for the best itesigh will
tie a $25 gift cell ificalo.

New Play Date

ident !eat questionnau
Booths will be
of the
The I:o4ii deoti:
I pi..solent
bookstore and cafeteria from 8:30
John Fitzgerald Kennedy cancelled
a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday and
many events throughout the CounWednesday and from 1:30 p.m. to
t i’s
p.m. Tuesday
’1’1.I(.i Pah." prepared to
Iasi Friday night, was one ol
, many events rescheduled. The San
T01110It., 111001i0V. 01 Tall I hlla .1’ toe’ Theater Guild production a ill
Phi, honorary scholastic fraternity. open this Friday at 2 p.m. in Monthas been cancelled in remembrance gomery Theater, Civic Auditorium
of John F. Kennedy.
Another 2 p.m. matinee will be
The group will resume its regu- presented Saturday, and evening
lar meeting schedule Vednesday, performances will be ,it
Int
Dec. 4, when it hears Hiram John- the same dates. Persons who
son, president of the Anti -Digit bought tickets for last Friday’s
Dialing League, speak at 7:30 p.m., imening performances may ex i96 S. Fifth St.
’hi nge them for later shovis

Meeting Cancelled

-I:’,-

Kappa had the high,’
percentage of tiltat
et, I mm,
sororiO, 25.5 per tent a ith
di wen’s.
Moulder Hall had the highe-.
number of donors from a (torn
itory with 13 donors

nit

I.

.1,0U0i 01 si St

:1 campus living t,r2ant,
now missing
1.: ’ins with intro -moll,’
There was a total of 364 pit*
,ont art Bob Rauh in .12..
!donated.
i 227-N392
Dawn Evanchuk won first place
in the Blood Drive Poster conte
and Marilyn McCain won secott,I
place

Food Drive Nets
Turkey, Goods
A., 24-0,00011
and 1,250 canned goods were’ (.0 I ltoted from Wilily centers r,,,
Associated Women Student,
,
cic K. Thanksgii, ing Basket 1
The food was presented to Cant
Mervin Morelock of the Salvation
Army by Louise Cammozt, project
ehairman.
According to rapt. ’,forelock
"This drive was one of the largest
contributions of its kind eve,
staged in the 535 campus area

Book Talk Slated
Today at 12:30
Jarues f.; Watson
.date
professor of political s,.i,
s’,
will
review James Conant ’s book. "The
, Education of American Teachers,"
at today’s book talk.
The talk will he given at 12 311
p.m. in Rooms A and B F.00it
Cafeteria

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
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pipeline
For my new movie, "Pipeline," I have edited
thousands of feet of new film to bring you the
color and excitement of Sunset, Waimea,
Southern California and Santa Cruz, with Greg
Noll, Mickey Nora, Jose Angel and others who
rode the Heavies! I call the film "Pipeline" because you’ll see, without a doubt, the most excit-

ing twenty minutes of fantastic and deadly
"Banzai Pipeline" ever photographed! From the
water, on top and inside! Also featured is the
best of "Ride On The Wild Side" and new footage including Ralphs, Secret Surfing Spot of
San Diego. Coupled with the best of comedy,
"Pipeline" makes 90 minutes of great surfing
and horrible wipeouts!

Thanksgiving Weekend
ONE NIGHT ONLY; SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30
Roosevelt Jr. High School Auditorium

Show Starts at 8:00 p. m.

$1.50 Admission
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Walt Phillips of Surfing Illustrated presents his
all color surfing movie...
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Sigma

I...fleet:rill hail the highest
;.,-reentage
blood gi%eti front a
lion -fraternal organization
451
per cent, with 132 tholiirs.
Sigma PI hail the highest percentage of blood from a fraternal
organization 75 per cent, with 30
.!000rs
--

orary society.

S,,ts 1,1

Alameda
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His appearance is sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Delta, sociology hon-

Some 3,000 studs’:
i ill be sawveyed Monday to diti’rinine what
they would like in the proposed
$3.6 million College Union.
Questionnaires will be dist! lbuted in most 9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m.
classes.
The surYty will also Ix. conducted T,,, -.day and Wednesday.’
at booths ,r,urld campus, using

.1,01010.11!.
A:pita Tall 0104.
.111,10111 has the highest nurntie,
.1
the
1:100tt
54.

.,111111111,,-.1

B.

The great-nephew of abolitionist
Darriet Beecher Stowe, Bewher
last spoke in this area on Sept. 30
at the Mass Memorial Rally held
in the Montgomery Theater of the
San Jose Civic Auditorium.
His first books of poetry were
published in 1940. i"And I Will lie
Heard",
and
1941
i"Ilere
Stand"i. Since then he has v% ri t ten
five more, the last in I us;:!. ,a11(41.
"Report to the StockhoH,o, and
Other Poems."

AFROTC, Sigma Pi, Sigma Kappa,
Moulder Hall Tops ir Blood Drive

Door Prizes
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Wednesday, November 27, 1963

Barbeau Eulogizes Late President Kennedy
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Following is Ms
full teat of the eulogy to President
John F. Kennedy made by Clayton
flrbeeu at yesterday’s memorial
services I.
As a sharer id his religious con-!
victions, I ii not grieve for John
F. Kennedy His ss is a life lived
Th.,. 4...nvietions and
aceorclins:
one in ishi.11 he conscientiously
sought to lull ill his obligations to
Gust and his 11’111,11’ man. Ile whom I
.,
we knew as so full of life fl is

alrellt PLR *Imp
47 North First Street
Enjoy Smoking
SMOKE A PIPE!
Try one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for you, the discriminating pipe
smoker.

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

3 mos. $18

1

I SE 01 II -KEN]
TO Mt V. PI, IN.

BuSINESS MACIAINF s
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

I7C South Second

lb

a more abundant life, he who knew
human joy now knows divine joy.
But if I do not grieve for him. I
do grieve for myself, for us, for
our country, for our world and I
Chi grieve tor the terrible pain inflicted upon his widow, his children,
his family. This brutal manifestation of our societies illness and violence has delivered its hardest blow
to the survivors.
In this age of instant and MIMS
COIllinunlestion% and especially
among youan assembly of that
minority of this earth’s population prisiltged to devote itself to
the refinements of intellect and
the disinterested
search
for
Truthit is not necessary to detail the life and career of this
estraordinary person. That life
and eareer has had its impact
upon us all, which is why, after
the initial %Renee bred of shock,
1%.. gather here in this public
is
of taw sorrow. Sorrow is the form that love must
take when the one we love is
hurt. And sorrow, like love, demands espresslon. Thus we gather here, as a family, seeking
411114. mutual counsel and support, some strength in the face
pit the family tragedy we have
suffertsl.
In America and around the
world, people of high station and
loss, people whip worked with the
President anti people who had
only seen him on TV, sought to
express the "personal loss" they
felt they had suffered as a result of the assassin’s bullet.
Many around the world said that
they felt as if a son, a brother
had been taken from them. Even
those 131111 disagreed with the
President on policy or fought him
on ...Mil. principle, speaking with

CINEMA

Starts 7 p.m.

552 S. Bascom

CY 5-7238

"Words are comp late I y insufficient
to express the true
quality and extent of
into
eloquence got
this
picture’

Runs Noy
26, 27, 28, 29

eyes and throat full 4if the pressure of their sorrow, testified
that they had felt the blow of
this foul crime as a wound delivered to one with wh
they
had strong bonds of pertains!
affection. All of us here know
that wound, eperienee that Msrrow. sense the loss of a Hose relation.
President John F. Kennedy had
become a part of the tissue of our
lives, both our outer lives and our
inner lives. Outwardly we respected hint because of the enormous power he held
a
power
greater than any man on earth, a
power greater than any previous
president -- and over the world,
men, regardless of age or political
belief, from men as various as
Adenauer and Khrushchev, respected his sincerity, reposed confidence in his good judgment. But
this outer influence he held on
our lives was due as much to his
office as to his person; it was the
deeper identification we had with
him that I think marked him off,
worked him deeply into the reality
of our days, made him a part of
our own lives. I think those of us
under 50 held him in special affection because he was a man of
our century, the first president
born since 1900, a man of our own
age, the youngest president in the
history of the United States. lie
spoke our language, a language of
facts and with a language of realism and respect for the intelligence
of the American people. We saw in
him a man capable of grasping the
technical data of this totally new
age in the history of man- -the
space age, the death bomb age -and not only of grasping the technical data, but of understanding
the immense social ramifications
of that data. We felt that he
underst ,s id our aspirations and
surely he demonstrated this by instituting the Peace Corps.
We knew he shared our concern about radioactivity when
he negotiated the test ban
treaty. There were jokes about
the wide satiety of newspapers
and magazines which he read,
but we liked the thought that he
desired to keep in touch with
the attitudes and thoughts of
the pt-ople whom he had been
elected to serve. And surely it
was because he knew our soriety so well, in its weaknesses
as well as its strengths, that he
fought to extend the benefits of
our society to the large numbers
in our rountry who are oppressed by illness, age, unemployment
or racial injustice. Because he
understood the Presidency. had
trained IiineeetE for it, he UNA
11111. ttlit’SIVe moral pressure of
that offiee in the attempt to
truly sem e all of the, people.
Ile %1AS i 1uiilltiuis.t
no man
gets to sit in the president’s
eliair whip is notbut he Kase
the wod a new lustre, eleansing
it of the connotation of one maneusering to hold onto one’s 4141n
joh and making It mean ;that it

AN UNUSUAL
LOVE STORYI
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originally meant, the art of governing. Ile brought wit back to
the White House, gave the Proddentlal twisediction to Intellect,
restored poetry to public life.

serve it --and the glow from that
fire can truly light the world."
In that call he polished up for us
the ideals we knew and through
timidity, fear or simple neglect, had
allowed to become clouded over.
And after that initial restatement
of the American ideal, he undertook to narrow that sometimes horrendous gap between that ideal and
our American practice. In himself,
he incarnated for most of us those
very aspects of the American
dream which we most cherished.
He had volunteered to go from a
desk job to a combat unit. His
recognized heroism brought him a
medal and a back injury that tortured him most painfully but never
complaints. He had,
extracted
against the obstacles of his youth,
his religion and a strong opponent,
won election to the highest office
in the land. He was wealthy, but
wore his wealth lightly, never in
his life having counted upon it to
buy him those things that, to be
worthwhile, must be earned. And
he earned those things, our respect,
our love, a warm place in our lives
and memories. It undoubtedly came
as a surprise to some just how
totally this man had gripped the
hearts of people the world over
and their own hearts. It is not
without meaning that the great
bell of Westminster abbey tolled
every half hour in honor of his
passing rendering a homage only
reserved for members of the Royal
family. It is not without meaning
that millions of windows in Europe
had candles burning in them as a
mark of homage to this man, that
thousands of students, in Sacramento and in Berlin, paraded with
candles as a part of the expression
of sorrow. It is not without meaning that the Vatican flag for the
first time in the history of this oldest institution in the Western
world is flying at half-mast for
someone other than a dead pope. It
is not without meaning that millions have wept unashamedly these
last four days. It is not without
significance that the most sopistfrated people in the world, and in
some ways the most hard-headed.
the heads of state and foreign
ministers and ruling monarchs
around the world chose to invite
themselves and come in unprecedented numbers to the funeral of
this man.

In more intimate ways many of
my generation indentified with him,
as he with us. For he had a beautiful wife of good taste and a family
of small children.
Many of us felt that such human
Involvementssimilar to our own
- would have a beneficial influence on the way in which he used
his enormous authority in world
affairs. Indeed, the concern he
voiced over radioactive fallout, the
persistent desire, expressed in action, to lessen cold war tensions
and reduce the possibility of nuclear annihilation we felt was a
concern more normal to one of our
generation. He, like ourselves, had
committed beautiful and defenseless hostages to the Immediate future. lie, like ourselves, felt the
urgent need to redeem the present
lest the future damn us. He was,
we felt, just the sort of practical
idealist our times demanded, a man
of vision who was also a man of
action. In this regard he expressed
for all Americans something of our
heritage, something of our American archetype that we thought had
been lost. We liked to think of ourselves as inheritors of the American frontier spirit, but we knew
that we cushioned our buttocks in
three thousand dollar automobiles
for a journey of six blocks. We
thought of ourselves as a nation of
men alive with the spirit of rugged
independence, but knew that the
desire for material security, even
luxury, and the drive for conformity had encroached upon that spirit.
We liked to think of ourselves as
vigorously thrusting toward the future, charting paths into the new
frontiers of our age, hut knew that
collectively we stood shocked and
frightened in the present, that the
fear present in our society was almost tangible, was manifest in a
hundred different ways. He came
along when we stood on the belli-1
gerant defensive, always reacting
to the moves of others never acting on our own, speaking of massive retaliation and tottering on
the brink of we knew not what. In
a single speech, a speech destined
for the history books of our pos.
terity, he eloquently restored, with
the self assurance of the born leadAnd this vigorous, lively, urbane.
Cr, our self-confidence in the witty,
intelligent and forceful
American ideal: "We dare not for- young man, this warm and smiling
get today that we are heirs of that friend who carried on his shoal
first revolution," he said, "Let the ders the prodigious weight of our
word go forth from this time and world’s cares, this man af highest
place. to friend and foe alike, that quality, has been taken from is
the torch has been passed to a new
by the cheap bullet of an assassin,
generation of Americans born in ( :ha racterist ica I ly he was waving’
war, di’. to a friend, a man with a small
this century. (Pniliemd
eiplined by hard and bitter peace.
child. smiling, when the bullet
proud of our ancient heritage and
fired by the hidden assassin struck
unwilling to witness or permit the
him down. That he should be kilted
slow undoing of these human rights
was horrible enough. but to he
to which this nation has always
murdered, and by a coward’s liutbeen committed, and to which we
let striking from behind, this
are committed today at home and
heaped outrage upon outrage. So
around the world." "The tempest
vicious was this crime that we
summons us again not as a call
wiusilti like to protest that no man
to bear arms, though arms we
did this. but an animal; no man,
need, not as a call to battle,
but a demented creature: no man,
though embattled we are but a
hut one so sick that Wt. can (fiscal: to bear the burden of a long
issociate him from ourselves and
twilight struggle year in and year
pill hen otit.-acle the pale of lei out, "rejoicing in hope, patient in uvinkind
tribulation"
a struggle against
Almost the moment it hapthe common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty, disease and war it- pened, many pointed the finger
self . . In the long history of the of ACCUAIttiOn and Cr1441 out
world, only a few generations have "right winger." There %lin an
been granted the role of defending evident grim satisfaction In some
freedom in its hour of maximum quarters: our enemies would he
danger. I do not shrink from this put to rest. Rut the facts would
rt’sponsihility 1 welcome it. I do not permit anyone to INC the
not believe that any of us would death of our President in thbs
exchange places with any other way. Tht young man who became the prime suspect propeople or any other generation.
The energy, the faith, the devotion, claimed long and hard that he
which we bring to this endeavor was is Communiod. Then It was
will light our country and all who the turn of others to indicate

their grim satissfiwtion and oolnt
the finger at the "left-wingers."
But all fingers a re pointed
wrongly that don’t point to our
own hearts.
Quick as we are to identify ourselves with our slain President,
we are understandably reluctant
to identify ourselves with hi,.
slayer. And yet the truth of the
matter is that no matter how degraded, how deformed, how defiled, the man who pulled the trigger on the weapon that killed our
President, he was a sharer in our
common human family life. For
If in a very real sense the President is our brother, then so is his
slayer; for, indeed, all of us are
brothers. And that is why this
family tragedy that we have suffered bears overtones of another
family tragedy which occurred at
the dawn of history when Cain.
in self-love and terrible hate slew
his brother Abel whs., was a just
man in the sight of God.

hand, it lain,
rather thae
initt441 ife
sassim t hin .5
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truth
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For we all have within us that
which responds to the bright ideals
embodied by John F. Kennedy and
we all have in us that which, unleashed, is capable of pulling the
trigger that snuffed out his life.
As there is a potential saint in
let all, so too there is a potential
murderer. Indeed, the finger that
pointed with self-righteous satisfaction to left or right was ivsprinding to the latter urge. Si,
quick were we served up vengeance
that the finger might as well have
been a gun. Indeed, in one man’s
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NEW HOUSE FOR SAEJanuary IS, 1964,
brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon will move to
their new 25 -bedroom fraternity house on the
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mated cost of the structure is $325,000. Corn.
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ALL WINNERSLast year’s winners of the All -Greek Show were
Alpha Chi Omega and Sigma Phi Epsilon for their interpretation
of "The Creation." AChiO’s Barbara Clark (I.) and Jan Fitch
surround Sig Ep Mike Freed as the house members cheer when
they were announced Sweepstates Winner,
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’Zt Even if you can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more insurance
with College Life’s
later on
famous policy, THE BENEFAC-

111.1111.1.1,14,1111t1

TOR, designed expressly tor col-

lege men and sold exclusively to
college men. Call me today and
explain how and why. No obligation, of course,7)
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San Francisco

... That most special
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For any occasion your hair
should look its loveliest
Winner§ of rover

frothy party gown

--the

skirt a Swirl Of delicate

chiffon the bodice

a mere

Definitely KRIST
Definitely designed for
romance!

4
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evening! A glittery

Size 8 to 16
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Permanent Waves

tit -girt

Closed

Your most feminine self!
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Howard’s
Crystal Creamery

Your most feminine self!
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LUBRICATION

Whether it’s a meal or
a snarl’ . . . +ly

shell of glimmering metallic ...

Make your appointment now
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LI_SPECIALISTS

world food
at down to earth prices

’-4,1

On LSD-25 Drug

Telephone Order: 294-8344

--4/4111 NI\
FOREIGN CAR

Until 4 A.M

1 MAIN STREET _111/3,....

1:30 p In I

Nip!,

ELSEWHERE FOR tot Pt ’0

Friday & Saturday

All you can eat for

.SI

BIG BEN

HERE FOR THE BEST

5’+’

out of th

Choice of
FOUR ENTREES and
20 SALADS

Tilt

HOOTENANNY TUESDAY NIGHTS

460 E.

Open

FOUNTAIN
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69c
99c
$1.25

"CHANGING SCENE- Folk Maisie Fri end Sot. night 9-12
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SPECIAL CHUCK BASKET
LARGE PIZZA
EXTRA LARGE
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Spartaguide LeMy Speaks
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GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH

to [’all B.see. all the
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25g

Shakos
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When mealtime rotor-. s Hit Ilse ’Alain ’tree; II; I lirniru
for a call prepared Iiirowr at a price IIiI oilS Hill
ans Midget.
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15c or 29c

French Fries

Large. French Roll,

/

In.1.111 r,

5:30, all ,icis II inst lii pri-s-

. . Sesame bun,
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Slynla Alp11;1 Epsilon:
Noi -or L ft ti i 1.1o.
(HorLr:1; -Frairrnir
0.; isEdisa 13hi:
11:1.
ii Iir 1.1Urlesrple?" liappa
’Tow’ of Sparta."

DELICIOUS DINNERS AND
SANDWICHES

25c

ALEC GUINNESS
630 0,1d 9 15 %hr.wings

i

The

"college Lan...ousts Spo-

EATCO. INC.

Uwe .

\

Sir -.oven

a

’rho L,Hitip ;iris air.
Phase- of Ci!IrL,o
I ),1,..,4,1; "SInna’s

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

DELICIOUS
CHAR -BROILED BURGERS
ALL with lettuce end tomato)

1.,.

;member of Theta Chi. will presirle
as Mast 4.1 of

Just Like Having Your Own Private B.B.9.
... We Furnish The Cooking And Patio

SSIONAL
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svith ten to thirty people
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Awful -Movie
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iditertain in the 12111 their act.
All I vok Show.Is’,-, 5.
After all the
Nino soninlios and fraternities

RAI) j()iiitiltS

It oily(’

pletion of the house is scheduled for September.
The brothers are especially looking forward to
the third floor sun deck which will face 11th
Street.

Nine Organizations To Participate
In All-Greek Show Next Week
11111

11111)1{1.11)
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01110

251.2313

OPEN DAILY
TO 6-30 led
SATURDAYS

The

11.11,’ II

11/
"The cmnunnni,i
,,1
and "The 1.ass ol the rirlIorl
lions." They have been translated
into 10 langutiecs.
The holder of 11 honor:11-y rloState,"

34 Fountain St.
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PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
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Cards for all the family
and special occasions
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Thanksgiving Cards Are In, Come In
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publications
Theory of

500

Personal Christmas Cards
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to the (*ollege will he Dr Hans 11,-ri
the studio ncI
303 S. Ninth St.
when he speaks at II :Po a to \Ved- nestlay, Dec. 4 in Concert Hall on
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"International Law before the Ti
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pa h
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1
tungt-.,
The
-long Cali- bunal of Science."
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au{ is
Formerly dean of the Univ.., soy
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rnia
of Vienna Law School, Dr, lickcii s
writings on the pure theorN
rank him among the torcmost
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world authorities on in

260 So. Second St.
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World Government,
International Law
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*ERIC 15KTEl.ON
1060 Hack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.

Special Frosting

Tel.: 378-0218

81293
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THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
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Age-Dated Rivalry

Spartans Collide Today
Against Dons in Playoff
The game I e1 Is in San 1.."rati...1.(1 and I, located
t If
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I I ,

Thatiks to ...Me

sal the Stanford team, the
Spartans rt.eeis.11 all ins it II hat
to the post ...13011 plallotts,
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EEROV COPIES
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HILLIS PRINTING CO.
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‘911111111111111111,

HERB’S
Chevron Station
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STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE
pQtt needs in the way of
fro, a tankful of cos
. tuneup you can be
, 4..1 prompt eapert at
re.,,,unable student raptes
GIL CHANGE
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BEARINGS PACKED
RELIN D
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MCTOR TUNE UP
J
St.
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Spas tan
Ole Norral I.eagoe
the l’niversity iii I
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SJS -Tigers Saturday

leetions Pt l,ssltls is, NlartInez, F.
reras, and Dennis callop.’,
k".
San Jose
site has three first
snleetions on its squad as well.
1.e:woe-leading scorer Al Kt-whirs,
Dave Kingsley, and Ed Zumot were
named to the first team.
Korhus was also seleeted as sin
.dterliate for the U.S Olympic. soy. es- team !sir the 1964 Olympic
t lame,

Sessaul 81I -League picks Eflok
U. is, Colin Linlores, and Sin This will be the !Lint teeetin
solo it tittle’s are also on
1,01)kt-en the two teams ESE ,
the Spart.rits 4-1 in thei, Hsi Spartan squad.
N1,1 ’..tial. a member of the San
diectilry, while San Jose Stale
.1 , junior vart.il teatri was also
encounter 841
!II..
placrs1 on the team hi Menendez.
1 si.* had an "serail and leaziar
"Physically San Jose State is in
record ill 5 -I -I %% hilt- San Jose
:;sassl shape Nlike ilaiiian has reslate ssas 5-3 in league pla,s and
11,.:!: an ankle injury and
9.3 ion the
i
I.,rting against
1.’SE"
tall
TonN s..
o ha, been the
irs

Menendez has snitched several
men around in an attempt to
bOtile up the USF offense. Ilssipan 8% it he :at fullback, Iiingsley
t is at
at right halfback, Zu
" ."
S’Illt ;01 1,1,0- inNodals has been
O101elt to inside right. and ’rum
. tinter sy ill he the center -forward.
Itaeking op Sunk :in nil! he
’L"suit
"I the "I’’’SJS
first team %II -Nos-Cal League setest %.1, ill plo against defending
.411111111/MIWIPMEINI.
’s champion St. Louis UniverSAVE ME
SAVE ME
SAVE ME
!: Saturday at either Balboa
tan Stadium.
St
Louis defeated Michigan
lIe
University 2-0 in its first
encounter. St Louis has won
’5\
It’of five N(’AA championships
Call 286-3313 Day or Night
nil whipped Maryland tor the title
;it"’

DAVI: NI:SS1101’sF:
1,’..,11)111 is hitshsl-up term on
most nation’s campuse: last weekend. visits San Juice State for the
last time this year Saturday.
when the Spartans and University
of Pacita. clash for the 40th time
:it Spas tat Stadium. Kickoff is
I -3o paw
game is us scheduled for last
Saturday, but is us FlOttpolied doe
I, the death it Plesident Kennedy.
1,1 pi
and cancellations
it games sere prevalent among :1
,iiusjsi’i t il colleges.
Bob Titchenal’s Spartans will
have a three -game streak, 20-14-5
series edge and a passible winning
season on their side Phiel’illg the
contest.
la three
John Ithode.
straight Sp:Irian liehlItto. in the
throes 1,1 55 Iii.411111
and
ninslIng up a Iti-y eat. relationship with I 01’ as ’,laver and
coaeli, has a lough job Uheall
Saturday.

I I" n’"

.11
has led the 1..
lour consecutive win,.
.2atnes

hut

24-Hour Ski Report

San Jose

tvaltawauvAucabwkizzukagkwx.vilzuwAkAkw-,
FOR YOU
America’s Mast Beautiful ilufbratt
SPECIAL

/Me the Sall gounce4
Who Was Right
Who Was Wrong?

$149

STUDENTS’ DiNNER

... at tackle?
e

FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER
244 So. 2nd St.

LARRY HANSEN

I year.

of

Another service

I he OffS11114)
FOLK MUSIC THEATER

B y MIKE MURPHY

San Jose has a 4-5 record, including wins over Washington
State and Oregon. "Pitch" had a
2-8-1 season in 1962.
Pacific is 1-7 this fall, after a
I 5-5 record last year. The Tigers
and Spartans are very similar in
back-to-back winning and losing
years interchanged.
Pacific had a 5-2 record before
the Spartans upset them 24-22
last year at Stockton. Spartan
football players are in agreement
I hat they can do it again.
Many players on the team won’t
be able to make the trip home for
Thanksgiving weekend because of
the game. They’ll he waiting for
the Tigers.
Larry Hantsen and Walt Roberts were honored for the 144.4,
and time In it week, when both
were fie144.1.4‘d to the 17nited
Press International All -Coast
team. Hansen, aho hasn’t played
anything but guard this season,
was named second team tackle
and Roberts third team halfback.
End Vern Burke, Oregon State;
center Mary lIarTis, Stanford, and
halfback Mike Garrett, USC’s fine
sophomore. were unanimous first team selectiores. Oregon’s Mel Renfro was the other halfback and
I’alifornia’s Craig Morton the
istarterhaek.
Only last week, Roberts wa,
voted most valuable senior by hi,
teammates. Hansen, team co-captain, was elected top senior lineman.
Roberts, Hansen and 11 other
seniors will be playing their final
.4ames as Spartans. They PIM Walt
First brook, Rand Carter, Tony
Machutes. Vince Darone, Ron DeMonner, Steve Mumma, Pete Demos, Jerry Collett, Cass Jackson,
Jerry Ludy and co-captain Tom
Myers.
The Tigers close out their sea, son Dec. 6 at Hawaii. Eleven seniors will battle the Spartans for
l the last time.
The se ries, in,- of the oldest
existing gridiron rivalries. first
began in 1895.
The difference in the garne could’
he decided on the San Jose’s pass’
ing triumvirate Carter, Ken Flerry and Bob Miller. Scouting reports say the Tiger pass defense is,
weak.
.
the Italia biands (’OP 124-s’
big line, hard running backs and a
recent improvement in its passing
attack Pacific’s only victory came

970 So. First St.

Its last tune out 14-0 (WM ’ B rig ham Young.
120;0 was estimated
A crowd
for last weekend. With most Iff
the students going home for the
holiday there should be plenty ut
grxxl seats available.

-’

No., Appsaiing
Dick Oxtot Trio
Rand and Paul
Fri. II Sot,: 9, 10,30
12 Pm
Sunday: HOOTENANNY, I pm
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CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
I’uge
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o
479 8 irelont
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.211.:461)
Sallie Clara, Cellf,,rnie

WALT ROBERTS
. third team
-

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
CT 7.7417

184

W.

San Carlos

1ACOS

PER GAL
ETHYL GAS

Lowest Gas Prices In San Jose

STARTS AT TICOS
PURITAN OIL CO.
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

4TH & WILLIAM
6TH & KEYES
10TH & TAYLOR 13TH & JULIAN

Curtain 8:

Be Proud
you’ll never walk alone if
your shirts, pants, socks and
other garments are cleaned
at:

guleP4 IS’
Fresh Ground Meat Used
Exclusively

Holiday 15c Burgers

(Across from Library)

Guaranteed Major Oil Co. easolin

THANKSGIVING TIME

Dece

Box

4th & San Fernando Sts.
PER GAL
REG. GAS

728 N. 13th

Gen. Adm,

41.

504

3c OFF
2c OFF

Le
SPEC IA

Guitars-Banios-1.ons

7c,

TWO S

Frith]

FOLK

75C

SAVE MONEY

in readir
comprell

BC

Volleyball Action
Starts on Tuesday

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Make Big
Call CH

A full slate of National Football League games and a smattering
of co!lege games dotted our nation’s sports scene during the past
tragic weekend.
4 iC - 8:CO p
While a slain President lay in state, college officials weighed
Jed//
their consciences and many decided to cancel Saturday’s games
I.AI NDRY and SHIM ITT %NEIN
-2
11.00
among them major rivalry clashes.
- 8 00 p.m.
Others went ahead. Sunday, the American Football League can
555 E. Santa Clara
ce.ied its games, but the NFL played all seven contests.
All xarsity and freshmen
Who was right and who was wrong? What is respectful and swintniing eandidates are re A shirt’s best friervi
I y
what is not?
quested hy coach Torn O’Neill
for
a
he
at
Spartall
PUOI
make
Comto
Does the fact that the AFL postponed its schedule
\ arkei
CY 7-20112
?Pern.rir‘"P"TrinirliMMIMENNTSWINNVirrititr.4 missioner Joe Foss a man who feels more deeply than Pete Rozelle, meeting Monday at 3 p.m.
Alma Golf Course
head of the NFL?
The Big Six delayed its garnet. Does that make President Tom
Considers your budget
Hamilton a man of deeper feeling than the President of North CaroYOUR LAST CHANCE to
!ina State, who believed that President Kennedy would have wanted
eat a tasty, luscious, saREGULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF
the game to go on?
vory sirloin steak for
What is proper?
THURSDAY
51.49 before THANKS.
six-niati learn volleN ball play lie.
Bud Wilkenson, coach at Oklahoma, has been the director of the
2
FOR
THE PRICE OF 1
GIVING. Give us a fry
national physical fitness program prescribed by President Kennedy., gins next Tuesday, according to
and avoid indigestion
A close personal friend of the President, Wilkenson, was no doubt Intramural Director Dan Unruh.
from too much fowl meat
The tournament will be the see grieved at his passing, but Oklahoma met Nebraska Saturday afterthis Thursday.
rind volleyball activity held this
Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday-Friday
noon on the gridiron,
year. Earlier, a two-man team
Where do you draw the line?
per person
tournament was held.
How is grief weighed? By what do you measure respect?
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
to 6 p.m.
All team managers should check
-New
York
Giant
Louis
A
near
-capacity
crowd
watched
the
St.
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Miniature Goff with ASI3 Card
game Sunday. Presumably, they went to church to pay their last the bulletin board or with director
respects that morning. In six other NFL cities, large crowds gathered Unruh to see when each team play its games.
to watch the pros play their game,
542 S. 2nd ST.
No definite date has been set lot
Was it a time for football?
Lighted Course
Snack
edI
Putting 0,nt
Rozelle said, "Everyone has a different way of paying respects. the rescheduling of the postponed
went to church today and I imagine many of the people here at "Turkey Trot". The new date will
ALMA
GOLF
COURSE
the game (Giants -Cards) did, too. I cannot feel that playing the be announced after the Thanks 445 W. Alma St.
Phone 298-4909
game was disrespectful nor can I feel that I have made a mistake." giving holiday’s.
00114
Wrestling moves into the spot When do you stop feeling sorrowful and enjoy yourself again?
1.11111KIMMIRIERRIMIGIIMP
light on December 10. The ahh11:11
Who can say? We are all different,
Look For
Dick Young, sports columnist for the New York Daily News puts tournament will be held on the
11th, 12th, and 13th of the month
it succinctly:
Our Sign
Steak
"Death is all around us, but life goes on. People went to work, Official weigh -ins will be held on
11011$
on
in
people went to games. Perhaps that is the callous view, but it is the 111th. All entries must be
that date also.
realistic."
Mon, Thur. N19ld5
BOB THOMPSON
(Fortner SJS, ATO)
and
DAVE MARTY
on Beni
9.! p.m.

liv "’love!
srAN

BURGERS’
_...M1111111k

IT’S

HOW)
This SO cc
5 HP at 9.0(
high-conirare!
great featur

635 Uni’

Bronzan Praises Harriers; Loaded in Depth
USTIT Meet Next for SJS

DA

rs1411v

(Continued f

lake

Big Strides

in reading and
comprehension
Call Chi 8.7674

COUNTRY VILLAGE
315 TOWN 0

Page I

shuffled back. Jeff and I were third
at the half mile mark ... last year
we were about 75th."
The race went smoothly. It was
a very good run," he added.
Fishback said, ’The race was
pretty good."
The Senior steeplechaser wasn’t
satisfied with his finish, but said
that it was his best race.
Tucker, who improved on his
18th place finish of 1962, said "It
was a very big victory. We had
smooth sailing all the way, but it
wasn’t easy."
Expressing the feeling of the
whole team, Tucker said, "The boys

IPPid141
DANCING . . .
Friday and Saturday Nights
Dance to
Twist
Tropical
Latin
JAM
SESSIONS
SPECIAL SUNDAY

CY 5-9872

728 N. 13th St,

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN

"ONDINE"
By G;raudous
A Drama Department Production

December 6,
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
Gen. Adm, 51.25

7, and 11-14, 1963
College Theatre
SJS Students 50c

Box Office 5th and E. San Fernando Sts.
Open 1-5 p.m. Daily

IT’S HOT! IT’S A HONDA!
HONDA SUPER SPORT "50" MARK 110
Only $285 p.o.e.
This 50 cc Honda is a giant for performance: develops
5 HP at 9,000 RPM ... gets up to 225 mpg. Racing type
high.compression head ram Injection carburetion, other
great features. See if now!

are glad to bring it
home a second time."

the title)

01HULE HAPPY
Gene Gurule was ecstatic over
his accomplishment. "Basks" failed
to make the team last fall but
came through with a gutty performance to finish 18th.
"It was just a fantastic experience. It was frightening to see all
those great runners at the starting
line. It’s a great feeling to be up
there and win," he said.
Fernandez, who got lost in the
maze of runners soon after the
start, said, "I never saw any teammates at all. I just ran the race by
myself. It was the hardest race
I’ve ever run."
Thew outsped Oregon’s Archie
San Romani and Villanova’s Tommy Sullivan to the wire in his best
race ever.
RRONZAN PRAISES
SJS Athletic Director Bob BmnZall paid a tribute to the No. 1
cross country team in the nation.
"Anytime you win any national
championship hack -to-back, it’s
more than just luck. We are proud
of the team and the coaches."
"This victory adds more interest to our overall sports Program
here at San Jose State," he added.
"I’m proud of our boys."
Tomorrow, the Spartans face
stiffer competition in the U.S.
Track and Field Federation meet
at Chicago. After the race, the
team will spend Thanksgiving dinner with Tons Tuite and his family
in the "Windy" city.
NVhatever the outcome of the
race tomorrow, it’s been a job well
done, for San Jose State’s magnificent seven, plus one.
-

If the freshman records are any
indication, Coach Lee Walton will
have a wealth of young talent at
his disposal come the 1964 water
polo season.
-This is the second hest frosts
team I’ve had since I came here.’

PURPLE KITTEN
EXPRESSO
FOLK MUSIC
8 P.M. - I A.M.

75
Art Gallery inside

635 University Avenue
Telephone 354-2130
Los Gatos, California
Come in and see the New 90 CC

Santa Haebara is big, strong and
can score. The latter point may be
enough to make basketball Coach
Stu Inman -take notice, as the
Spartans open their season against
the Gauchos Friday night in Santa
Barbera.
Paced by Dennis Bates, BM
Robertson, Bill Yonge and Eddie
Slots, San Jose roughed up the
Gauchos last year 70-46.
All of the above four have
gone. It will be the work of
two returning regulars, three
veterans, Junior eallege transfers and sophomores to carry
the Spartans’ load this year.
The regulars are harry Edwards and Alan Jancsi. They’ll
start at center and guard respectively against the Gauchos. Two
other Spartan vets, forward Mel
Simpson and guard Ron Labetieh
will open as will transfer forward
Rich Gugat.
The above five have all had
varsity experience. Inman might
have this in mind in opening up
against the Gauchos.
But, It ran be expected that
before the first half Is over,
Inman will have fielded almost
completely a new team. The
Spartans have tremendous depth
at all positions and experience
everywhere but at forward.
Two sophs, Frank Tarrantts
and S. T. Softie!, will see plenty
of forward duty Friday. Three
other second-year men
center
Jeff Goodere and guards Pete

Newell and Bob Griggs will also
see act is sty.
Gary Gresham, returning to the
Spartans after having sat out last
year, will ix. the No. 3 guard, and
Bill Kinzie, Santa Ana IC., transfer, will also go at forWard.
"I’ve he-en coaching 13 .sears,
and for the first thaw In starting isewion, Inc not sure eller..
my team 114 going," said Itunati.
’Because we have so many fir-,
year men, I won’t Ix, able to judri
our possibilities until we’ve plaNi.0
a few games."
The Spartans Art, a young team
But, they’re at, a smart tea!,

and have already mokle,1
rt1111., 51,9, mid liomard ‘mind solid -working unit in less than
here
santa Barbara
months. This may have a h,lg, pleot oi heighll, sit, Iron?
bearing as to whether San Josc
can build up the impetus to attain eitiii
last year’s 14-10 record.
Inman’s primarN CORI... RI II
1111’ft Is a Gaucho front
line. John ( onroy (6.41), slcsr
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New York Bound

The Silvertones and others
10th and William
Memberships available
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TONIGHT

Montgomery theatre in C;vic Aud.
Students $1.50

Children 75c

Nov. 22, 23, 24, 29, 30.
ARNIM\
’

Evenings 8:30 p.m.

said Walton. Only the 1962 tea:,1
is rated better.
The Spartabahes closed the:
season with a string of 13 straight
wins to wind up with 23-2 record.
In the process, they annexed the’
NorCal League Frosh crown for
the second year in a row and won
the NorCal "Closed" Tournament.
The main reasons behind this
fine record are why Walton is
drooling over 1964 Jack Likins
and Greg Buckingham.
Walton rates "Buck" as the hest ’
I all-around freshman he’s ever
coached. The ex-Menlo-Atherton
star scored 73 goals, led the team
in assists with 15, and played
great defense.
Likins set an all-time SJS scoring record with 107 goals. "He has
one of the strongest throwing arms
I’ve ever seen," says Walton.
Walton labeled Pete Pace and
Gary Fitschen as the most improved freshmen and remarked
that both have a chance of making
the varsity..
Pace, who never played water
polo before, was first string at the
end of the season. Fitschen, in his
first year as a goalie, record 167
saves in 76 quarters of play -an above-average record.
Walton also tabbed Mike Fagg
and Chuck Pyle as varsity material.
However, these freshmen will
have their work cut out for them
to make the big team. Walton is
lasing only three varsity members
by graduation and only two of
them are first -stringers.

for reservations:

Child Matinee 2:00 p.m.

Frosh Poloists Should
Help Varsity Walton

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

BILL MANDER

Youthful Cagers Open at UCSB

FLYING OUTRon Davis, two
time Spartan cross country AllAmerican, flies to New York
tonight for Saturday’s AAU
Championships. Davis, ineligible
for varsity competition this fall,
returns to the track team in the
spring. He and fellow SJS student Phil Darnell, will represent
the Golden Gate Track Club
in New York.
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’1347 McKee Road
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NEW YORK
DENVER
CHARTER FLIGHTS
8 jet, via Capital Inter.
Offers
national Airways, first class. New York $240’, Denver $90’
you round trip on a D.C.

Leave S F. Dec. 21) Evening
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Reservation Deadline, December
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4.4.41,4, Ili,. social evils that have
been iestering and spreading this
through our nation’s lite1/..i,n1
Because of trasesties (at
riatriiitkm that are abroad in our
land, some have been fearful of
demonstrating the true patriotism
which John F. Kennedy and his
family have so fully displayed. Too
many of us have hidden behind an
easy cynicism, talked a bit allow
the social problems, reacted neg,itively when some event or policy
....emed to us mishandled. but have
Hever made a concrete affirmatise
contribution to the life of our land.
contribution to sanity in politics.
III till the memorials we might
raise to the memory of our mari. wit president, the finest would
he the memorial of a personal lite
J. vigorous, as honest, as committed to the common good, ;IS COMmilted to domestic tranquility and
the lessening of world tensions, as
his own was. John F. Kennedy’s
, assassination has taken place almost it century after the assassination of President Lincoln who had
signed the Emancipation Proclitmation. President Lincoln had seen
this country through its severest
test, hut did not use to see the
ro emancipated. It \--;is left up
Ki’neit Is 4,, see the
!..

ow.
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delinquent -y. or merely the general
moral drift, fly laxity- of the mass
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will, id individual pet sons. one
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darkness in his memory. we too can
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make the path of his successid le.,
fraught with peril than that ot
John F. lienneils.
I think WI. Illit;111 hest esi_t
oar eont it ion lot’ 55-1111 he
t(-rem what hi, I’. ti’ and
and family have suffered. hy takm.,
literally the proclamation which hit
signed, hir this coming Thanks -
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